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P r e s s e - I n f o r m a t i o n  

 

 

 

  
ERP, Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2009, Business Intelligence, Dashboards, Analysis  
  

prisma informatik reaches the first milestone toward achieving the 

“Certified for Microsoft Dynamics” accreditation 

 

 
 

prisma informatik’s software solution NAVdiscovery passes solution test 

on its way earning the “Certified for Microsoft Dynamics“ designation 

 

  

Nuremberg, Feb 26th 2013. prisma informatik announced today that its 

NAVdiscovery, a QlikView connector for Microsoft Dynamics NAV, has passed 

the Software Solution Test for Microsoft Dynamics, which is a major requirement 

for Certified for Microsoft Dynamics® status. 

Certified for Microsoft Dynamics is Microsoft Corporation’s highest standard for 

partner-developed software. This certification represents a significant step in 

elevating the standard for partner-developed software solutions for industry-

specific business applications. Solutions with a successful software test have 

demonstrated development quality and compatibility with the Microsoft Dynamics 

product. VeriTest Software Testing Services performed independent and 

rigorous testing on the solution’s integration with Microsoft Dynamics. prisma 

informatik GmbH has also earned the Microsoft Certified Partner designation 

with the ISV Competency. 

“By requiring the software solution to meet our highest standards, Microsoft is 

assuring customers that these certified solutions work with their investments in 

Microsoft Dynamics” says Doug Kennedy, vice president, Microsoft Dynamics 

Partners. “Microsoft congratulates prisma informatik on the software test results 

and wishes it success in earning the Certified for Microsoft Dynamics 

designation.” 

Especially for users of Microsoft Dynamics NAV und QlikView, prisma informatik 

GmbH has developed the NAVdiscovery Toolbox. NAVdiscovery tweaks the 

interactions of both systems and comes with surface templates, script templates 

and further powerful features.  
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Unlike other connector solutions NAVdiscovery delivers no pre-built script, but 

can transfer any custom-built extension within Microsoft Dynamics NAV. 

Simultaneously, the preparatory technical work for customers can be reduced. 

„With the NAVdiscovery Toolbox we created the possibility to apply innovative 

methods of data discovery quickly and easily within the Microsoft Dynamics NAV 

system. Particularly the rapid implementation into any given NAV environment, 

the immediate facilities and the certainty to analyze the correct data and 

correlations make NAVdiscovery outstanding” says Claudius Malue, manager of 

prisma informatik GmbH 

prisma informatik is solution partner for QlikView and Microsoft Dynamics NAV. 

As a certified Microsoft Gold Partner in ERP it is adept in process structures of 

Microsoft Dynamics NAV. In this way, it can support customers in terms of data 

selection and -data processing. As a QlikView Solution Provider, prisma 

informatik integrates the business discovery platform in the Microsoft ERP 

environment and offers further options to connect other applications and data 

sources. 

 prisma-052-eng 
 

 
About prisma informatik GmbH: 

 

prisma informatik GmbH was founded in October 2006. The company provides midsize 
companies, especially for trade, automotive and manufacturing with very high quality 
standards, services and solutions based on Microsoft technologies Dynamics NAV, 
SharePoint and SQL Server. In addition prisma informatik is qualified to consult you in 
Business Intelligence questions. Being a QlikView Solution Provider prisma informatik 
can help you by analyzing your data with the Business Discovery software QlikView and 
the connector NAVdiscovery. prisma informatik assume project implementation, design 
and realization of complex systems. The customers of prisma informatik are national and 
international companies. 
 
The portfolio is rounded off by an extensive training program for Dynamics NAV 
applications prisma academy. 
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